ANALYSIS OF THE US V. CHINA MARKET
as of MAY 1, 2015 and What's in Store by End of 2015

A Special Report for Friends & Family

by Stephen R. Renfrow©

FIRST let's take a look at the major US Market via the DOW.
Notice the June 2015 chart is in a sideways (channel) pattern. This means to a Trader, you can trade a
Breakout (B/O) either to the Upside or Downside. So which way is the Bias? I see an Ascending
Triangle – meaning a B/O to the upside and a TRGT of 18,900. However, looking at the Weekly chart
(to the right – behind the daily June chart) notice the Pink Divergence line in the lower frame. This
means a Reversal is imminent. The Blue Vertical Line is my Major Sell Signal (MSS).
DOW INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE
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NOW let's take a look at the S&P 500. Notice similarities with the DOW chart?
We see an Ascending Triangle, but also Divergence in the Daily / June 2015 chart. Not drawn or shown
is a Divergence in the Weekly chart since the November highs. Note also the MSSs (blue lines) on the
Daily chart. Bottom Line? A Big Drop is coming very soon. It could be a Pull Back (PB) and a
resumption of the uptrend, but more likely, if the Weekly breaks below the 50 MA (moving average dashed dark blue line) and then Retests it, the S&P will continue lower. Watch for the Previous Lower
Low of 1813, left back in October 2014, to be taken out. This will be your very Bearish sign.
S&P 500 INDEX

So, why are the major US markets topping out? And are they topping out? What else may show or
prove that they are topping out? Read on for the rest of the story to find out what are the fundamental
drivers forcing this inevitable change in the US Market.
What about the US currency? They have been saying on “TV” that it is strong! The old TV
cheerleaders have been waiving their pom poms like glory hands towards Wall Street!
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Well, let's look at the US Dollar Index. The Highest High was 20 March 2015 at 100.715 on the Weekly
chart. Based on the Breakout of the long standing Triangle, the TRGTs are 101.5 and 104.6. But the
Recent Breakout below the 50 and 100 MA on the Daily is VERY BEARISH. Note also the a 1-2-3 Top
has formed. A Trader would trade the B/O below the #2 point, which is also the 100 MA, at about 95.
Note also the Yellow Line, which is my Major Buy Signal (MBS), in the June chart. This could be a big
reversal, but more likely a Retest of the 50 MA above, before it resumes downward off the 123 Top
Formation. I say this because, IF the 123 formation was actually a Bullish Triangle, USD would have
broken out to the Upside.
Note also, on the Weekly it has broken below the 18MA. We do not have Support until we get down to
the 50 MA approx. 88.5 to 89. Below that we have the possible Retest of the Triangle Breakout or top
Blue Line at approx. 85. Notice the graph below / behind the Weekly chart? That is the COT
(commitment of traders) indicator I made. It is about to B/O of OBT (overbought territory) also
indicating a BIG Move down is about to begin.
US DOLLAR INDEX
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Now that we've seen the Charts on the Major US indexes and Currency, let's move to the GOLD chart.
NOTICE on the Weekly, Gold is coming back off the 18MA and could have more downside, except
that the COT is showing a B/O of OST (oversold territory), meaning a Big Move Up is imminent. On
the Daily chart we have a Breakout in March of a downward channel, failing yet to reach its upside
target (TRGT) while going sideways in a Bullish Channel. A breakout of that channel would give us a
TRGT of +50 or around 1250. Note also the thin Red and Blue lines – these are Dynamic Gann Lines
projecting upside targets. The Red one was hit 6th of April. Usually, the market will run to the number 2
and more likely the 3rd line. Once it reaches the next low, I will redraw them to have new upside targets.
GOLD JUNE 2015 & WEEKLY

Meanwhile, Gold will likely reach the bottom of this channel, as it is almost in OST, and then Reverse
Upwards to new highs. The Breakout of the weekly channel gives us a TRGT of approx. 1600. But the
Bigger picture is, note the round blue 4 (on weekly chart left side), this is an EW4 (Elliot Wave)
poisition, and the next point is Wave 5 which is higher than the previous EW3 high of 1920 in Sept.
2011. Seasonally speaking, Gold doesn't start its Rally until July, after a possible Pop in June.
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Silver is showing a smiliar pattern but with more downward potential nearby. It is about to Retest the
15.50 area for the 4th time. NOTICE however the recent MBS (yellow line). Once Silver breaks above
the Weekly 50MA, approx. 18.00, then away we go!
SILVER JULY 2015 & WEEKLY

These precious metals markets have been behaving in non-local and mysterious ways due to the
manipulation by such as JP Morgan Chase Bank. Never underestimate the power the Luciferian
Bankster Cabal has on the markets. This is their game, they invented the Fiat Ponzi Scheme and they
certainly know how to play it.
However, see my continuing Articles for updates posted at www.nmt-psp.com for what has been
happening on the global scene with the BRICS nations banding together to avoid doing business with
the erroneously called (US) “dollar”. They are sick and tired of the US warmongering and murder for
hire policy with their fascist globalist agenda.
What does this mean for you? Read on.....
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We can't look at Gold without looking at Crude Oil.
After the Big Move down since the Sept. 2014 breakout, on the Weekly we had Divergence all the way
down to my 18th of March 2015 MBS. We rallied up to the top of a Channel and have recently broken
out to the upside. Having also a Divergence on the Daily, we should Pull Back (PB) to ReTest that
Breakout. We have a 1st TRGT of 68, which will probably correlate with the Weekly 50MA closing in
at that price.
The COT shows we are indeed moving with Upward Momentum, and have a good ways to go before
this new cycle is finished. Note also the big increase in volume on the daily chart. Crude also has very
strong support with the 50 / 100 MA underneath at 54 +/-.
CRUDE OIL JUNE 2015 & WEEKLY
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This analysis would not be complete without looking at the Major Elephant in the room – China.
The CSCI or China Shanghai Composite Index, has shown impressive strength. But lately, with
Divergence and a MSS, we should see a Reversal soon. 3550 +/- would be strong support at the 50MA
& Bottom Bollinger Band. Below that is the 100MA closing fast.
If the Guggenheim Real Estate ETF is any indication, the CSCI may have further to fall than most
people think. While business is good, because they have more Millionaires now, then the entire
population of the USA, they have built entire cities with NO population. That's right – they are
EMPTY. And with no Rent / Income … what does that spell? A major correction! Who did they think
was going to move to China and buy all that property? Go to YouTube and check out “Empty China
Cities”.
CHINA MARKET - CSCI & REAL ESTATE

But WAIT … There's MORE ! ! !
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Look at this Chart and extropolate the next cycle!

Do You believe the Illuminati owned media propaganda talking heads that everything is OKy Doky? If
so, you may as well continue drinking from the River of D'Nial. I'm literally sick of them poisoning our
Air with Chemtrails (causing Morgellans), our Water with Clorine (highly toxic) and Flouride (rat
poison), our food into GMO Franken Food.
Do you believe Big Pharma's pills are safe? If so, you risk death due to Cancer, Heart Attack, Stroke,
etc. Then perhaps you just haven't been paying attention. But hey, who wants to live in a post
appocolyptic world anyway? Remember, according to the Georgia Guidestones, their stated agenda is
to reduce the world population down to 500 Million. That means 6.5 Trillion must die – and that
probably means you cupcake!
What if there was a Plan … and you did nothing? See my book –
“WORLD PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS and a PLAN”.
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Now extropolate the next cycle! Do you come up with some time in late 2014?

Please go back and look at the DOW and S&P500. They have struggled and failed to Close above their
2014 highs. Why? Could it be they can scrape no more profit after moving from the USA to overseas
and taking advantage of slave / communist state provided labor for mere pennies on the “dollar”?
TO SUM THAT UP …
See my Recent Article on the AIIB and What this Means to You! At
www.nmt-psp.com/article-08April2015.php
Based on what is happening in the world today, do you think the self-confessed elite are sending their
“police state” troops into the USA just for fear mongering? Or do they expect something BIG and
drastic to take place? Could there be a currency RESET in the future for the U.S. empire?
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THE UNITED STATES PROGRAM FOR GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT IN A PEACEFUL WORLD
JADE - Joint Assistant for Deployment and Execution
A knowledge-based mixed-initiative system that supports force
deployment planning and management.
HELM - Homeland Eradication of Local Militants
It is based on three principles deemed essential to the
achievement of practical progress in the disarmament field.
Jade-Helm ... The United States has introduced at the Sixteenth General Assembly
of the United Nations a Program for General and Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful
World, the establishment and effective operation of an International Disarmament
Organization within the framework of the United Nations to insure compliance at all
times with all disarmament obligations.
MANY Wal Mart Closings In Jade Helm States
A Sign They Will Be Used In An Event
Published on Apr 14, 2015
With news of numerous Wal-Mart supercenters now being ‘temporarily closed’ (6+
months each which brings us to October 2015 or later) in at least 4 different
states now tied to the Jade Helm 15 ‘exercises’ due to what we’re being told are
‘plumbing problems’, will these massive stores soon be used as ‘food distribution
centers’ and to house the headquarters of invading troops from China, here to
disarm Americans one by one as promised by Michelle Obama to the Chinese prior to
Obama leaving the White House?
Read the Rest of the Story!
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/2015/04/17/proof-of-what-jade-helm-15-really-isand-why-they-are-doing-it/

Combine this story with the recent leak, of the IMF announcement at their 20 th October 2015 meeting,
of a NEW “World Reserve Currency”. It is generally accepted that they will announce China's Gold
Backed RMB currency to be the one. And just like that – the BRICS nation agenda will be complete.
NO Country will deal anymore with the U.S. fascist fiat ponzi scheme backed by their puny senseless
warmongering industrial/government/military complex. So what does that spell for the US fiat dollar?
Can you spell C-R-A-S-H boys and girls? Hope you've been preparing … if not, don't bet on taking the
prepper's supplies. You can bet your life they are armed and ready to lock'n load.
Sincerely,
Stephen R. Renfrow, © 2015 All Rights Reserved
Author of NMT & PSP books
www.nmt-psp.com
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